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Tafelberg Fotografieklub 

 

Proudly present the 
 

3rd TAF Digital Salon (Mono) 
 

Presentation medium: Projected Digital Images  
PSSA Patronage „B‟ Category (2013/03) 
 
Members of the Photographic Society of South Africa (PSSA) as well as all photographers residing in South Africa are 
cordially invited to participate in this National Salon of Photography. The Salon will be conducted within the 
requirements and practices as prescribed by the PSSA.  
 
SPECIAL NOTE: 
This is a “Monochrome only” salon.   Entries in this salon will count towards the Mono League Trophy. 
 
DEFINITION OF MONOCHROME 
A black and white image fitting from the very dark grey (black) to the very clear grey (white) is a monochrome work with 
the various shades of grey. 
A black and white work toned entirely in a single colour will remain a monochrome work able to stand in the black and 
white category. 
 
CATEGORIES:  

a. Scapes 
b. Portraits 
c. Architecture 
d. Open 

 
N.B : Please read the definitions and limitations for each category carefully. 
 
 
CALENDAR: 
Closing date:  21 July 2012   
Judging will take place between 25 July and 1 August 2012  
Results should be available from about 4 August 2012 
DVD Catalogues posted from 31 August 2012 
Exhibition: No exhibition will be held. 
 
SALON DIRECTOR:  
Manie Wessels APSSA   
Mobile Phone: 082 498 3732  
E-Mail: manie.wessels@sanlam.co.za 
  
SALON ADMINISTRATOR:  
Anton Fouché  
Mobile Phone: 083 450 6637 
Home: 021 982 8594 
E-mail: salon2012@tafklub.co.za  
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ENTRIES AND FEES  
 
ENTRIES:  
 

The only method of entry is online at http://www.photovaultonline.com . 
 
An acknowledgement of receipt of such entry will be returned to the entrant. If no confirmation is received within three 
working days the participant should contact the salon administrator or director. Entries not received by the cut-of time 
will not be accepted.  
 
No entry will be received by hand, courier or post.  
 
Submission of an entry automatically confers the right to TAF to reproduce/copy the images for judging as well as for 
inclusion in the salon catalogue  
 
Submission of an entry by a photographer hereby automatically indemnifies TAF from any claim whatsoever.  
 
CONDITIONS OF ENTRY:  
 
An image that, to the discretion of the salon director or the adjudicators, does not conform to the salon rules and 
conditions may be disqualified. 
 
Any image that the Salon Director considers pornographic or offensive to the public may, on consultation with the 
judges, be disqualified  
 
Each author may submit a maximum of 4 images per section.  
 
If two or more entries by an entrant are similar, only the first image receiving an acceptance will be considered for 
special awards.  
 
By virtue of submitting an entry, the entrant certifies that the work is his/her own. Any post processing to the image 
must have been done by the entrant. The Salon Director may request an entrant to supply him with proof of the 
photographic authenticity of all the elements in the presented image(s).  
 
IMAGE FORMAT:  
 
JPEG file format. File size may not exceed 500 Kb  
 
Images must be resized to a maximum of 1024 pixels on the horizontal axis and a maximum of 768 pixels on the 
vertical axis.  
 
 
 
          768 pixels Vertical maximum 
 
 
 
 
It is recommended that the image be converted to the sRGB colour profile to ensure correct colours during display and 
judging.  
 
FEES: 
Fees: R20 per section for PSSA Members  
R30 per section for non-PSSA members  
Digital catalogue (DVD) R35 each  
 
Payments must be made directly into our savings account. This is the only acceptable method of payment.  
 
 
 
 

1024 pixels 
Horizontal maximum  

http://www.photovaultonline.com/
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Banking details: 
Tafelberg Afrikaanse Fotografieklub  
ABSA savings account no:  9149865821  
Branch Code: 632005 
  
Please use your name and surname as reference when doing a payment and upload a copy of the proof of payment on 
Photovault.   
 
METHOD OF ADJUDICATION  
 
Images will be adjudicated via “Remote Judging”.  
 
Three adjudicators per category will score each image out of 15. Re-marks are normally not necessary using this 
system. The scores received from the adjudicators will be final and only in the case of a tie for first and second place 
such images will be referred back to the adjudicators for a final decision. 
 
Where at least two adjudicators are of the opinion that an image does not conform to the definition of the entered 
category, the image will be rejected. In the case where one adjudicator is of the opinion that an image does not 
conform to the definition of a specific category, the average point of the remaining adjudicators will represent the final 
score. 
 
ADJUDICATING PANEL:  
Scapes  
Dr Johan Kloppers FPSSA APSSA 
Izak van Niekerk FPSSA 
Francois Roux Hon FPSSA AFIAP 
 
Portraits 
Susan van Zuilekom FPSSA 
Deon Harris APSSA 
Maartin Coetser APSSA 
 
Architecture 
Antenie Carstens FPSSA; ARPS Western Cape 
Chris Daly FPSSA APSSA(Vers) 
Francois Rousseau APSSA 
 
Open  
Malcolm Jones APSSA 
Charles Kok 
Francois Venter APSSA 
 
AWARDS:  
PSSA Silver medal for the overall winner in each category  
TAF medal for the runner-up in each category 
Certificates of merit will be awarded according to the PSSA guidelines  
No acceptance cards will be issued. Results will be emailed. 
 
 
CATEGORIES and DEFINITIONS:  

a. Scapes 
(Land)scape is a term that covers the depiction of scenery such as mountains, valleys, trees, 
rivers, forests, sea, cities etc. where the main subject is a wide view with its elements arranged 
into a coherent composition. A horizon often (but not necessarily) forms part of a “scape”. 
Scapes may be natural or man-made. 

  
 Digital manipulation not allowed 
 

b. Portraits 
Images may be head and shoulders or full figure of a person(s) depicting the subject's character or emotion at 
that moment. A likeness, personality, and mode of living subject (human only) where that subject is dominant in 
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the image. Portraiture is not restricted to head and shoulders and may include just part of the face, a back view 
or a full length study. 
 
Digital manipulation allowed. 
 

c. Architecture 
Architecture can be a building or structure of any type, or any part thereof, including windows, doors, roofs, 
stairways, steeples, towers, domes, etc. 

Digital manipulation not allowed 

d. Open 
Any general type of image which does not fit into any of the other categories may be entered into this category.  
Digital manipulation allowed. 

 
 
 
 
DIGITAL MANIPULATION 
  
The following software-driven adjustments (selective or applied to the whole image) to enhance an image is allowed:  
 

 White-balance  

 Exposure and contrast including dodging and burning. Due to the limitation of digital sensors regarding 
dynamic range, the blending of different exposures of the same scene to broaden the dynamic range is 
allowed. 

 Reduction of digital noise 

 Sharpening  

 Cropping and resizing  

 Correction of lens distortion, vignette and perspective distortions 

 Minor retouching of distracting blemishes that will not result in altering the essence of the original photographic 
statement. 

 Simple borders may be used but within the size restraints as described below  
 
In categories a and c the following software-driven adjustments to an image are specifically excluded:  
 

 Rearranging specific elements in an image  

 Adding different elements from more than one image to create a new image. 

 Duplicating elements in an image  

 The use of software filters to create artistic effect  

 The addition of wording or text  
 
 
We at TAF wish you success. 


